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VALENTINE'S DAY
VOLUME 34
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Check out our special
Valentine's Day tabloid,
inserted in the newspaper.
We've gathered lots of
helpful ideas and reviews
to make the day perfect!

200j
:ISSUE 1010

Prepare,to .
celebrate the
lover's holiday
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Tabloid insert

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS

Rolden budget could hurt UMSL
BY TIM THOMPSON

.,'

Love blossoms at
Botanical Garden
In spite of the wintry weather of February, Missouri
Botanical Garden serves as a
glorious getaway in all seasons
for sweethearts who stroll
through the beautifully-maintained grounds .

.. See page 3

.. ............. ., ..... ., ..... ....... -_ ..... .... ............... ..... . ,
staff writer

An anticipated 2-percent increase
in base appropriations for all schools
in the University of Missouri System
has apparently been eliminated in Gov.
Bob Holden's state budget proposal
for the fiscal year 2002. This could
have dire consequences for UMSL.
Holden's announcement came as a
complete shock to many UMSL
administrators who were counting ,on
the extra funds. Reinhard Schuster,
vice chancellor for Administrative
Services, was one of them.
"Holden's announcement took me
completely by surprise," said Schuster.
"The State of Missouri has experienced considerable prosperity over the
last few years. I didn't think that the 2-

percent increase in base appropriations
was going to be cui:, now it looks as if
it will be."
What does this all mean to UMSL?
Schuster offered some insight.
"If the cun'ent proposal is passed
by the state legislature, it stands to reason that cuts will have to be made,
along with a lot of budget reallocations," the vice chancellor said.
"Potentially, this could lead to layoffs."
A state law mandates fuat all UM
campuses balance their respective
budgets annually. This could place
UMSL in a tight squeeze.
Schuster outlined some of the challenges that could be faced in the near
future. "Firs~ of all, enrollment projections for fue winter semester have not
been achieved. Secondly, operations

costs have soared. In fact, the current
gas and electric bills are running 109
and 69 percent ahead of last year .
respectively. TIllrd, $1.2 million had
already been set aside for faculty rais- .
es," Schuster said. ''The extra funds
from the state were going to be used to
cover these expenses. Now they are
going to have to come from somewhere else."
Jim Krueger, vice chancellor for
Managerial
and
Technological
Services, who was also surprised by
Holden's announcement, described
how the entire process started.
"Last August, the president of the
UM System [Manuel Pacheco] asked
each of the four campuses to submit a
financial resource plan for the fiscal
year 2002," Krueger said. "The plans
were submitted based upon a number

of assumptions. One of them being the
anticipation of a 2-percent increase in
state funding.
"Now that it appears-based upon
recent information-that there will not
be any increase in state funding, certain budget cuts may have to be
made," Krueger said. "When we submitted our Financial Resource Plan
back in August, we were already facing a budget rate cut of $1.2 million.
At this point, I honestly don't know if
there will be additional cuts, we'll
have to wait and see."
Doug Durand, interim vice chancellor for Academic Affairs, outlined
the steps that will be taken if the current budget proposal is passed by the
Missouri State Legislature.
"First, the Chancellor [Blanche
Toul1ill] will call a meeting to careful-

ly detelmine the potential impact upon
UMSL, and the net revenues that the
campus generates. Second, UMSL
officers and members of the Budget
and Planning Committee will make
preliminary decisions on where and
what to cut. Third, a flnal decision on
budgetary cuts will be made and submitted to the Chancellor for review."
Durand said he wanted to emphasize one point.
"Nothing is for certain right now.
The govemor simply submitted his
budget plan to the legislature," he said.
There might be changes to it. It would
be premature at this time to say what
\vill be cut, if anything. 111ere might
have to be some belt-tightening, there
might not. We should have more
definitive information by the late
spring or early summer."

SGA officers answer critics of
•
•
•
const1tut1on vote at meetmg
BY RHASHAD PITTMAN

staff wl7'ter

BRIEFS
Survey asks why
students leave
Gary Grace, vice chancellor
for Student Affairs, r:ecently
presented the Budget -and
Planning Committee with the
results of the annual NonReturning Student SUrvey.
The NRSS found that of the
students who responded, 75.5
percent had either dropped
out or stopped with the intent
to return later.
The biggest reason students
dted for leaving UMSL was
work or family conflicts. Over
51 percent said this .
'Younger students don't
want to be poor while in
school," said Joanne Bocd,
interim associate vice chancellor for Student Affairs. 'They
still want the nice things, and
don't realize that going to college is a sacrifice finandally as
well."

Couples get ideas
for creative dates
Student Activities and UPB
will hold a "Creative Dating"
program 7 p.m. this Wednesday,
in Century Room C of the
Millennium Student Center. The
program will help participants
decide what they want from
relationships, overcome negative relationships and build
healthy relationships_

KWMU reaches
new all-time high
Congratulations to KWMU,
which reached an all-time high
weekly listening audience in
fall of 2000 after a 2 percent
increase from fall 1999,
according to Arbitron's Fall
2000 survey.

The low turnout of students at the
Student Government Association
election sparked some criticism from
members of the SGA Assembly at
last Tuesday's SGA meeting.
Less than 1 percent of the student
\xxIy passed a new SGA constitution
on Jan. 23. Voting students were
given only a few days' notice· before
the election to re\'iew important
amendment changes.
James Larrew, Political Scien
Academy representative, called the
election a ·'tIm·esty:
"Students may decide the don't
need us," Larrew said.
Lmew criticized SGA President
Ryan Connor for having voting polls
available for just one day instead of
two and suggested that SGA had
rushed to ratify the constitution.
Connor took the blanle for the
lack of publicity and low turnout, but
he also pointed out that he was under staffed and bombarded with numerous activities leading up to and on the
day of the election.
"We got something done that wasn't done before." Connor said. "I
think it's far from a travesty. I think
it's a huge success."
Connor said that he would have
used more SGA funds for publicity
but he didn't want to take money
away from advertising for bigger
elections in the future.
"Let's face it, we're not going to
get more than about 1 percent," of the
student vote, Connor said. "We didn't
in the last election."
Ellory Glenn, SGA vice president
said that he wasted $200 when he
printed 1500 ballots for the fall SGA
elections only to have a lack of participation.
"We're not trying to pull anything
over on the students," Connor said
after the meeting. "Why would I be
killing myself for the maltreatment of
the students? I tried to make [the constitution vote] as fair as possible. It
was a chaotic time."
However, Connor said publicity
will be much better in a future election over what to do with the empty
shell space in the M-Dlennium Student
Center because an election committee
will be intact by then.
During the meeting COlUlor also
announced that he had a slate of students who wanted to join the Student
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Thieves break into
dorm room, steal car
BY STEVE VALKO
. .. - _. . -•... . .. ... ... . . .. ... .. .

..........

staff writer

Ryan Connor, SGA president, rearranges his materials after the
SGA meeting .last Tuesday. Connor defended his handling of the
SGA constitution vote and other matters. "We got something
done that wasn't done before," he said.

Court, probably within a few weeks,
to handle smdent grievances and possibly student traffic ticket appeals.
In an interview after the meeting,
Connor said that he would m.eet with
Gary Grace. vice chancellor for
Student Affairs. to find out if the
administration would allow the
Student Court to review can1pus traffic ticket appeals once again. The
appeals are currentiy being reviewed
by a three-person panel consisting of
a student, a staff, and a faculty member.
"It 's
really
[Grace]
and
Chancellor [Blanche] Touhill's call,"
he said.

Connor said that he had not decided what actions he would take if the
administration chose to continue
using the three member panel to
review the appeals.
"I really have faith that they're
going to give it back to us," Connor
said.
In other business:
The SGA Budget was announced:
• $974 total in expenses
• $876.54 (payroll
• $19.75 (telephone)
• $35 (pager)
Julie Clifford was elected SGA
vice-chairpef$on and Chip Jost was
elected sergeant at arms.

On Jan. 29, thieves got into the
apartment of Mike Auer, a resident
assistant in the SOUtll Campus
Re.sidence Hall, taking merchandise
and his car.
"What was taken was his phone,
wallet, can1era, and automobile, a 1999
Ford Contour," said Bob Roeseler,
chief of the UMSL police.
"Pretty much someone got into
[Mike's] room., took his stuff, and left,"
said Lisa Grubbs , Director of
Residential Life.
Auer declined conunent to The
Current, saying he didn't want to jeopardize the ongoing investigation.
According to the police report, the
robbery occurred during between 4:45
am. and 12:05 p.m. on Jan 29.
One important question is how the
thieves got into Auer's apartment.
I1lere were no signs of forced entry.
But Roeseler said "the victim doesn't
know whether or not he left his door
locked or unlocked."
TIle thieves took not only Auer's car
key,. but also the master keys of residence hall. Grubbs noted that one of
the first things they did was have the
locks record. "Any keys they might
have had which could have master
keys are pretty much useless," said
Gnlbbs.
When ctS~:ed if she suspected that

the robbery might have been an inside
job, Grubbs said, 'We don't know.
We're working with the police on the
situation. I don't think it would be an
intelligent guess on my part because I
don't know."
Grubbs said that she doesn't know if
the robbery was with forced entry or if
the thieves had a key.
'·The only accessibility to a stll- .·
dent's room, other than the student, of
course, is through a master key securely locked in lock boxes. R.As don;t
have keys to students' rooms. The keys
are in lock boxes, which means that to
get a key, you have to give up a key,"
said Grubbs
Gruhbs said the residents at the
South Campus Residence Hall are a
very cohesive group. Grubbs also noted
that the residents were selected for an
award regionally for being the resident
community of the month.
Grubbs said that this incident should
remind residents to take safety precautions while living at the Residence Hall.
"It's important to be aware of your
surroundings, keep your doors locked,
take your keys with you , and not leave
property exposed in your car or in your
room," Gmbbs said.
Roeseler said that if resident, keep
their doors cJ0Setl and locked when
they leave, it would greatly reduce the
chance of theft. Doing this, said
Roeseler, would help both residents
and the police battle crime.

ASUM works to stop parental notification
BY NICOLE MANOUGIAN

NDEX

. Thieves were able to get into a dorm room in t he South Campus
sid ence Han, stealing merchandise, keys, and a car. The incident prompted officials to remind residents t o take commonsense precautions.

n.· .···.···········,.· . ····· ·· ·············..... ········· . . ·....
special to Tbe Cu.rrent

The Associated Students of the
University of Missouri claim that
the current University policy on
parental notification takes away
their rights as young adults.
The policy was derived from the
. Warner Amendment which states
that nothing should prohibit any
institution of higher education from
any parent or legal guardian information about a student's violation of

the law or school regulations.
Currently there is a committee of
two students and staff members
from the four UM campuses who
meet every 1'."'0 weeks in Columbia,
Mo. They are working on revising
the current policy so that it becomes
clearer and more effective. Their
main goal is to decrease tile amount
of drug usage and alcohol COffisumption by students. Joanne Bocci,
interim associate vice chancellor for
Student Affairs, is a member of this
committee .

"Research has shown [this
amendment] can be effective-not
will be, but can be." Bocci said.
She said she feels that if parents
are aware of the alcohol and drugs
that are on a campus, it will also
help decrease tile number of violations. She said the committee hopes
to have the po]jcy ready to present to
the Board of Curators in March.
The only way the policy can be
changed is if the amendment is overridden by state law. ASUM has
taken this matter into its own hands.

The members of ASUM have
worked hard to present tileir side of
the story. The organization has written a resolutio n that focus es on
regaining students' rights.
"In order for the bill to be passed,
it needs to go through a series of
readings," said Joe Flees. UMSL's
representative to ASUM. "Then it 's
passed to the floor and voted on. So
far, the bill has succeeded its first
reading."
Flees said there is a lot of hope
for the bill because it has passed in

other states.
Both sides say they are working
to protect students, but in different
ways.
I "[hope] to prevent any serious
death. That is the only reason I have
taken interest in this," Bocci said.
" ASUM is trying to protect student rights. If you a.re 18 or older,
you have a privacy right," Flees
said.
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Celebration." .
Celebrate Homecoming 2001 at the
Millennium Center between 11 :30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. to enter a
goofy fun-and-game contest. Lots of
prizes and give-a-ways.

• Looking for a Bible Study
Join us for a non·denominational Bible
Study from 11 a.m . to 12 p.m. on
Mondays and Tuesdays in Room 313 at
the Millennium Center. All are welcome . Bring your own lunch. For more ·Soup and Soul Food
Bring your own lunch and allow time
information , call 516-6901 .
for prayer, medi tation and reflection,
from
12 to 1 p.m. at the Millennium
·Catholic Mass will be held at the Catholic
Center, room 314. Follow up
Student
Newman Center at 7:30 P.fD. at 8200
with
a
Bible
Study from 2: 30 p.m. to
Natural Bridge Road , located across
3:30
p.m.
It
is
sponsored by Wesley
from the West Drive entrance to North
Campus
Mini stry. All are
Foundation
Campus. For more i nform ation, call
welcome. For more information, call
385-3455.
Chris Snyder at 314-409-3024 or Roger
Jespersen at 314-385-3000. For Bible
Wednesday, Feb. 7
Study, call 516-6901.
• Mercantile Library Hosts Lunch and
'Meeting for OUT -UMSL's Lesbian ,
Lecture f rom noon to 1 p.m. i n the
Bisexual, Gay and Tran sgendered
Millennium Center. The lunch is $12 . 50
Alliance- in Room 384 at the
for library members; $15 for nonmemMillennium Center, from 3:00 p.m. to
bers . Reservations are due by Monday,
4:00 p.m .. Call Mathew at 516 -5013 or
Feb.5 by calling 314-516 -7240. The
at 636-230-7483 .
lecture will be given by Frances
Walrond, who will discuss the St.
Thursday, Feb. 8
Louis Toy Museum's collecti on of
antique toys .
• Registration Deadline for Rec Sports
Activities
• Rec Sports Day "A Homecoming
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Indoor soccer leagues and Coed 4-on-4
Basketball Tournament are now forming. Sign up for these activities in the
Rec Sports Office, 203 Mark Twain
Bui lding. Open to students, faculty
and staff.

·Sigma Pi hosts its third rush party at
9:00 p.m ~ at the Sigma Pi Fraternity
House. Girls have to be over the age
of 18, and guys must have a valid ID.
All UMSL students and guests are invited. Call 426-0078 for more details.

• Lecture: "The Well-Behaved
Sunday, Feb. 11
Appetite: Dieting, Products and Food
Fads in Japan" is going to be helc1 in ·Catholic Mass will be held at the
Room 332 in Social Sciences Building
South Campus Residence Hall Chapel
from 4:00 p.m . to 5:00 p.m ..
at 7:30 p.m.
.
.Interview Techniques Workshop will
be held from 11 :30 a.m . to 12:30 .
p.m. in Room 327 at the Millennium
Student Center. Free. Advance registration is required. Please call Career
Services at 516-5111 .

Friday, Feb. 9
.Soup with Sister 5 p.m. at 8200
Natural Bridge across from the West
Dri ve entrance to North Campus. For
more information, call 385-3455

Prod Associate
Dave K1nworthy • Sports Editor

Catherine • A&E Editor
Marquis-Homeyer
Eric Buschardt • 'J";"eb Editor
Marcellus Chase • '_-Id Representative

Mutswni Igarashi • Photo Associate
V10Ieta Dimitrova' Prod Nesis/ant
CofJ)' Editor

n - Autry.

Proofreader

Staff Writers:

Monday, Feb. 12
.Monday Noon Series
'''Nomen in Music in Antiquity and the
Byzantine Empire," presented by
Diane Touliatos, professor of Music and
director of The Center for the
Humanities, UMSL. She will discuss the
role of women in music with illustrations and music. Program runs from
noon to 1:00 p.m ..

Nick Bowman, Charlie Bright,
Tony Pellegrino, Rhashad
Pittman, Sara Porter, Tim
Thompson, Steve Valk.o

8001 Natural Bridge Rd.

St. Louis, Missouri 63121

Newsroom • (3i1) 516-51
Advertising. (314) 5/6-5316
Business. (311) 516-5175
Fax • (31 4) 516-0811

campus:

388 Millennium Student Center
email:
CUITe1lt@jiIlXUI1ISLedll

Saturday, Feb. 10

website:
bttp:l/luwU'. tbeCIIITe11tonline. cam
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THE CANIPUS CRI ItIIELI N E
January 28, 2001
A student residing at the South Campus
Residence Hall reported that his wallet.
keys, cell phone and vehicle had been
stolen between 4:45 a.m. and 12:05
p.m .. The student notified the
University Police that he had found his
missing wallet in the Residence Hall TV
-

- -- - -

-

Room . The keys, wallet and cell phone
were taken from his residence room.

Science Tower sometime between
1/25/01 at 5:00 p.m. and 1/29/01 at
9:00 a.m ..

January 29, 2001

February 2,2001

A staff person reported that a
Magnavox combination CD Player / Clock
Radio was stolen from 724 Social

A student reported that between
1/31 / 01 at noon and 211/01 at 9:00
a.m., unknown persons tried to steal

his vehicle from South Campus Lot '7.."
After failing to steal the vehicle by
.
managing the ignition switch, a number
of items were stolen from the back
seat. Taken was a set of headphones,
three (3) CDs, a Walkman radio and a
textbook.
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JI Center For Eye Care
~;'

~

Meeting your needs for:

* Primary Eye Care
* Pediatric Vision Services

~

\Vide Selection of frames & glasses
;; Contact Lenses
* Binocular Vision Services
" Eye Health Services
Located in Marillac Hall on South Campus. Call 516 - 5131 for appointment
SpeCial Rates for all U 1 - St. Louis faculty, staff, and students
http://www.umsl.edu/divisions/oprometry/
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If you live in a household of3-8 people,
you or a family member could qualif)' for
an important clinical study of an approved
drug for the treatment offlu in adults. The
drug is investigational for the treatment of
flu in children and flu prevention in adults
and children. This study is only open to a
limited number of flu sufferers. If emolled,
you will receive a free medical evaluation
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Romance blossoms at
Missouri otanical Garden
BY LORI CALLANDER

....... ".,";peci;;ii~" The"C~;':~nt

Flowers are, indeed, a popular
symbol for love, On Valentine's Day,
you might be plaruling to present your
sweetheart with a floral bouquet as a
token of affection. Without a doubt,
the bouquet will be proudly displayed
in a vase where, ironically, the flowers
will fade like the excitement of new
love. Within days, the once-admired
arrangement will wither like a wistful
widow soaked in sorrowful tears.
After a slow death by drowning, the
decaying mass will have to be thrown
out and your beloved will have to kick
it to the curb along with the rest of the
rotten rubbish. Is this how you want to
show your undying devotion? I
thought not, so I have another idea in
store.
This Valentine's Day, treat your
sweetheart to fresh flowers that will be
perfectly preserved in the memory as
the two of you experience a rendezvous to remember at Missouri
Botanical Garden. For the affordable
admission price of $5.00 per person,
this world-renowned display garden,
conveniently located in the City of St.
Louis, is a romantic oasis.
In spite of the wintry weather of
_February, Missouri Botanical Garden
serves as a glorious getaway in
seasons for sweethearts who stroll
through the beautifully maintained

an

Brune

Roses in bloom year round in the Linnean House at Missouri
Botanical Garden

Non-profit group sponsors
student film contest
BY JENNIFER DODD

···· .. ···....Sttij jlviiiei.. ···.... ····.. ·· ..·· ..·
_''¥lit"''''
What does an egg lady have to
do with a video conte.st? Plenty:
the egg lady won the contest last
year. The contest I am referring to
is a competition for aspiring film
makers,
sponsored by
the
Christophers, for student films that
demonstrate the theme "One
Person Can Make a Difference ."
The Christophers is a non-for profit organization that has been
around since 1945.
The Christophers are based on
the Judeo-Christian concept of service to God and humanity. The
Christophers use print and electronic media to encourage all individuals to raise the standards of
public life. "The Christophers
effect all mediums and we are trying to keep up \vith technology. In
fact, we are expanding our website," said Edward Devane, contact
for the Christopbers.
For the fourteenth year, The
Christophers are hosting a video
contest for college students . The
theme this year is "One Person
Can Make a Difference."
"This is up to the student's
interpretation and tbey can flex
their creative energy muscles for
this contest," said Devane.

If you are stumped on what to
use in the video there are a lot of
a ·enues. Students call use a varie.ty
of genres such as animation, documentary. docudrama. music video,
news format and drama.
The winner last year for The
Christopher Video Contest was
Paula Rogge. Rogge is from Texas
and she chose a woman in her
neighborhood known as the 'egg
lady." ''This woman would take a
hard-boiled egg and a tortilla to the
workers in the neighborhood. Many
of these worlcers were homeless or
immigrant workers, who are called
dayworkers, and aren ' t getting by.
This was a very inspiring story and
that is why she won first place,"
said Devane.
There is also The Christopher
Close-Up, which is not a brand-new
toothpaste. The Christopher CloseUp is a half-hour show focusing on
one person. This televi-sion show is
broadcasted on the armed services
network, and some local channels
in New York, "In fact, the top three
winners are showcased on one of
our episodes," said Devane.
In conclusion, the de<J.dline for
this contest is June 15. The VHS
tape must be five minutes or less
and must be accompanied bya
completed entry fonn. ''This video
contest has minimal requirements
and I eucourage all students to enter
it," said Devane.

grounds. Nearly 90 acres large, MBG
is composed of a diverse variety of
gardens, such as the Victorian Garden,
the Boxwood Garden, and the English
Woodland Garden, to name a few.
Scattered throughout are two ornate
mausoleums and numerous intricate
sculptures. Additional features like
authentic bridges, pavilions, and teabouses, as well as traditional plantings, make the Japanese and Chinese
Gardens unique. The frozen lake centered in the l4-acre Japanese Garden
is especially beautiful under the gray
winter sky.
After a stroll in the clean air of the
great outdoors, one may enjoy spectacular sensory experiences in MBG's
historic buildings and fabulous conservatories; such · as the Linnean
House, the Climatron, and the
Shoenberg Temperate House . .
The Linnean House, built in 1882,
has featured camellia trees for over a
centilly. The enonnous blossoIll.S of
these trees reach their peak in
February and blast the beholder with a
burst of color and a fantastic fragrance
that contrasts wonderfully with the
otherwise quiet ambiance of tlus conservatory. Cyclamen and fairy primrose in shades of red and pink line the
cobblestone path, which meanders
through this historic brick building.
The Climatron is an enonnous
geodesic dome that houses tropical
plants of the rain forest. The warm,
humid air that cleanses the lungs,

mind, and spirit is a great escape from
the crisp chill of winter. TIle load roar
of huge waterfalls will be sure to get
you heated up as you wind thiough
tile lush greenery of approximately
1,200 different exotic plant species
tbat provide a connection to the
ancient past. Admiring the array of
colorful tropical flowers scattered
amongst the foliage, you could get
lost wandering through this magnificent rain forest environment that displays the value of a vanishing ecosystem. However, you must be careful
because you might just learn something during this part of your j oumey I
Entering the Shoenberg Temperate
. House, the visitor is enveloped with a
sweet floral aroma that perfumes the
air and is quieted with a deep sense of
awe.
The
Mediterranean-style
Moorish tile garden located in the center of this conservatory gives the feeling of being in the Old World.
Surrounded by vibrant hues of purple
and delicate shades of yeUow, this
area offers benches where lovers may
sit and, as the only sound is the delicate tinkling of a fountain, sweethearts
may silently reflect on a most memorable Valentine's Day.
For a romantic experience tllat will
enliven the senses, visit Missouri
Botanical Garden, which is open daily
from 9 a.ill. to 5 p.m. For directions,
call 577-9400 or 1-800-642-8842
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a hilarious
satir .of superstardom
BY SARA PORTER
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Sta.U·V('riter

If it's possible for a book to be
considered hyperactive, then
Douglas Coupland's novel ".tv1i~s
Wyoming" has achieved it. This
novel move s through some many
,outlandish characters and preposterous situations that the reader
needs to catch hi s breath . But
despite the eccentricities, its humor
and its biting criticism of society's
obsession with fame grew on me .
Susan Colgate, the fictitious
answer to Valerie Bertinelli and the
late Dana Plato, has disappeared. A
former Miss Teen USA, the "good
cule daughter" on the ;;.itcom "Meet
the Blooms," a rock-and-roll wife,
and the star of low-budget flicks ,
Susan survived a plane crash only
to tum up missing.
Hollywood producer John
Johnson, who disappeared during a
mid-life crisis, falls in love with
her and seeks to find her. His journey involws such various Char-dCters as Susan's overbearing mother,

a lesbian numerologist, and a yuppie agent. as he tries to locate her.
Susan, meanwhile. is trying to find
herself outside of Hollywood.
Every character and situation in
this book is purposely played to the
extreme, stretching the satire into
parody. Su an's mother, for example, was so desperate to have her
daughter win beauty pageants that
she moved the family to \Vyoming,
"so there would be less competition for the title that in a densely
popUlated state."
Most of the characters were so
farcical that it wa, hard to care
about them. The only two characters that I had genuine feelings for
were Susan and her wanna-be
lover, the very-jaded-yet-idealistic,
John.
The satire touched on many levels. Everything from child
pageants, and psychic friends. to
blockbuster movies, and the hard
luck stories of a child star's past
was brought to hilarious attention .
Because of the fast pace, it was
hard to tell the setting. Whole
chapters were devoted to flash-

miss

EDITOR

wyoming
WE NEED ONE!

fea tures editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

.QUOTES
backs without warning and some
of them created confusion, especially when they were in the middle of otherwise exciting scenes.
"Mis,; Wyoming" is excellent
readin; if you are or are not
intrigued by fame. Be prepared to
laugh, [hen catch your breath.

"You are forgiven for
your happiness and your
successes only if you generously consent to share
them. '
-Albert Camus
Credit: www.quotoblequotes.net

lilt is better to be happy
for a moment and be

Ireland living hopeful, bright future
BY SARA PORTER

StajJW;-iter
"Ireland's status is better than was
believed, even ten ye<lfS ago", said
Hickey, Consul General of Ireland,
Chicago, who gave a le<..'ture sponsored by the Center for International
Studies. The lecture, "Community
Conflict and Conflict Resolution in
Ireland" took place here at UM -St.
Louis on January 31, and was part of
a series of lectures being presented by
the Center for International Studies,
here on campus.
Long a center of conflict, the fortunes of Ireland h<lve reversed in

recent years. Hickey cites the economic growth as well as a definite
peace plan between Northem Ireland
and Ireland, as the changes that have
caused the Emerald Isle to fl ourish.
"'Our economy is growing," Hickey
sllid, "We are gaining quite a bi t of
industry. Ireland has one of the largest
software exports in the world. We
have relied on phannaceuticals, medical supplies, and high tecb- we have
backed the right horse."
Hickey said that many industries,
such as North Sea Oil, have purposely
moved the predominantly agricultural
North. ''We now tell incoming industries to look to the North," Hickey
said.

The Good Friday Agreement
signed in 1998 finally ended the ongoing conflict between Ireland and
Nonhem Ireland. "This agreement
had its basis in three requirements,"
Hickey said, "One, that the violence is
morally intolerable and JXlliticaUy and
economically unsound. Two, Dublin
did not have the position to distance
itself from the problems. Three, the
problem was not insoluble and a solution was possible."
TIle Agreement was only the end
result of a developing relationship
between Ireland and Great Britain,
Hickey sllid. "Britain and Ireland were
on somewhat friendly terms. Their
secular cultures were similar.

Revisiting the conflict was not seen as
a problem. but as a way to resolYe tile
issue. To quote Seamus Heaney,
'Either side was just as bad, and neither side was worse. '"
A compromise was made regarding sovereignty, JXllicing, and economic matters. "It was in both parties'
vested interests to seek peace,"
Hickey said. "Neither side wholly
won, nor did they lose."
Hickey sllid American intervention
helped pave the way for the
Agreement in their willingness to provide assistance and aid to both
Northern Ireland and Ireland. 'The
American government made it a point
to be friendly to both sides,~ Hickey

said. "Fonner President Clinton ,md
others have showed dedication. We
are forever in their debt."
The Agreement was supported by
a large percentage of the popUlation,
but there is still some animosity. "95
percent of tile population voted in
favor of the Agreement, but there are
still some in the South Vio lentl y
opposed to the North."
Hickey hopes that the future of
Ireland will bring more hope. "We
could not eliminate the seismic shift in
political division, but it can heal,"
Hickey said.

burned up with beauty
thlUl to Uve a long time
and be OOr~d all the
whilp_"
-DQll M<!f'quis
Credit: www.quotablequotes .net

"Love does not consist in
gazing at each other but
in loo.klng QUtward
together in the same
direc.t ion,"
-Antoine de Saint.Exupery
Credit: www.quotablequotes.net

"The one whQ loves least

eootrols the relation~
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-,Anonymous
Credit: www.quotablequotes.net
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SGA shell space proposal
must meet everyone's needs
At
several recent Student SGA must speak for the students and
Govemment Association meetings , the
student
organizations.
SGA officers have mentioned the Administrators have made it clear that
"shell space" in the Millelmium they don't want to de.al with individStudent Center, and the effort to con- ual proposals from different student
l:rol its destiny.
groups. They want SGA to take indiNo, we're not talking about the vidual ideas , requests, and proposals,
plot of a science fiction. flim. The and put together one plan. SGA is
"shell space" is a cavernous room the now starting to feel the heat.
The easy way out is to just take
size of a football field on the first floor
of the Student Center. So far, it's total- one or !\ova big-ticket ideas, like the
ly untouched, awaiting a time in the pub, and hand them to the administrafuture when the University has the tion as the "official" recommendation
of the students. That \".'ould be foolish,
funds to develop it.
And that's what the debate is all though. Any plan SGA submits
about. For at least a year, various cam- should contain larger atn<lctions as
pus offices, departments and student well as smaller facilities that meet the
groups have been trying to stake a needs of individual organizations.
It will also nol be acceptable for
claim in this vast concrete frontierBecause the space is part of the SGA to take individual ideas to the
Millennium Student Center, tbe SGA student body, as was suggested at last
obviously has an interest in trying to week's meeting. The student body
shouldn't even have to vote on the
oversee how the space is developed.
So far, several ideas have been shell space issue. TIunk of it this way:
tossed around at Assembly meetings, if you live in a city, you might vote on
but little demonstrable progress has a referendum to build a community
been made. The SGA has made a pub center, but the city officials wuuld
the centerpiece of its shell space never take all the tloor plan designs
effort. Other ideas that have been dis- under considertation to their residents
cussed include a radio station, a work- for a vote. That's why the officials
out/recreation facility, a media suite, were elected in the first place-to
meeting rooms for campus sororities, deal with the details. The same is true
office ' for·tudent organizations, and . of the SGA Don' t waste students '
expansion or mmex ~pace for organi- time and money by publicizing an
zations who lost space in the move the unnecessary vote.
There is a clear way to do thisStudent Center.
We believe mmlY of these ideas are get together a committee of several
redundant, especially given that the concerned students, ev~uate the difUniversity already pays for f,mtastic ferent ideas floating around, find out
work/recreation facilities (the Mark the needs of different student groups,
Twain Building) and a radio station and then put together a phm that satis(KWMlf).
fies as many people as possible. This
But the real problem as we see it is plan then needs to be sent on for disthe lack of organiz.ation and a "let's cussion and debate in the Assembly.
rush it" mentality within the SGA Then a resolution can be passed to

GUEST COMMENTARY

EDITORIAL
BOARD
JOSH RENAUD
ANNE PORTER

"Our Opini on" reflects the
majority opi nion of the
editori al board

L
MAIL

Tbe Cw'rent
8001 Natural Bridge

St. Louis, MO 63 121
FAX

(314) 516-6811
EMAIL

current o)jinx.umsLedu
Letters to t he edi tor should
be brief and those not
exceedi ng 200 words will be
given preference. We edit let. ters for clarity, length and
gra mmar. All letters must be
signed and include a daytime
phone number.

issue~

.There's a massive empty
portion of the
Millennium Student
Center called the "sheil

space." Many different
campus departments and

student organizations
would like to have some
of the space set aside
for them. The SGA must
present its own proposal
to administrators soon.

We suggest:
SGA should

deve~op

a

comprehensive plan for
the shell space through
committee work and
debate in the Assembty~

So what do you think?
Write a letter to the editor
about this issue or anything
else on your mind.
give administrators a truly "official"
recommendation from the students.
GleIm has tried to do this, and at
Ia~ t week's meeting got a list of people to volunteer for committee duty
for the second time. Now we need to
see this committee get together and
get started on the work.

LETTER

ASUM sponsors new bills
Thi is an update from the capi-

.The

18 year aids to erve on juries but

tol to inform the UMSL student Mi ouri is one of two states that
body of SUM's lobbying activi- does n t allow 18 Yea( Id_ to serve
tie over the past two weeks.
on tat juries.
Most of the acti vity centers
Otheris ues include election law
around two issue ':
reform,
scholarparental notificaships, and the UM
tion and 18-year
Sy tem budget
old jurors. These
ASUM lobbyists
two issues cUlTently
met
with
the
have bills filed in
Secretary of State,
the legislature and
Matt BlW1t, to diswill have commitcuss students' ideas
tee hearings schedfor reforming the
uled in the coming
election process last
weeks.
week.
Secretary
The
parental
Blunt convened a
notification
bill
corrunission at the
<HB
424)
has ...~".~t:'.~~.. :;:r.~~. ~.~... beginning of the
received the most
legislative session
guest commentator
public
attention
to investigate elecbecause it combats the University 's tion law reform and made a formal
policy to enact parental notification an.nouncement of the commission's
in tbe UM System. This is a serious recommendations on Jan. 29.
issue on the four c1mlpuses because Several bills have been filed regardit allows administrators to inform ing election law reform, and ASUM
parents of students ' activities has fJled at least one of its two pro(mainly alcohol or dmg abuse). posals.
ASUM has been fighting parental
A bill has been proposed to
notiJication since last year, when it increase the stipend for Bright
introduced a bill to fight the policy. Flight scholarships, from $2000 to
Just this past week, ASUM located $3000 by Senator Ken Jacob (D)
a sponsor in the Senate to fIle the from Colwubia who is a strong
parental notification bill.
advocate of education.
Eighteen-yem' old juror is a bill
In addition, Govemor Bob
(HE 456, SB 54) that has been filed Holden delivered his state-of-thefor several years, but due to the state address this past week and
political process and certain legisla- emphasized his dedication to educators and organizations, mainly tion while coping 'With the c4minSenator John Sc1meider (D) from ished budget and trying to support
Florissant, and the Missouri other issues from transportation to
Association of Trial Attorneys domestic violence against women.
fighting the bill, it bas not been
Of course the information surpassed. There is a renewed vigor rounding these issues is changing
that the bill may have life this year daily. If you want more information
because of the Republican majority please contact the ASUM office in
in the Senate and an ardent group of 376 MSC' or call 516-5385 . Thank
ASUM lobbyists working on the you.
bill. A federal law exists that allows

Remember·to
take your tests
. Porter' receut olumu (Jan.

22, _001 . d cribing l1er urprise
about the Academic Profile reminds
me that each sem tel' veral, if not
many, students find themselves in a
similar situation, Although the infl)fmarion regarding campus assessment
is printed in the University Bulletin
and funher efforts are made to inform
and remind students of this responsibility, not everyone takes care of these
matters promptly.
We would like to remind students
that dates for the administmtion of the
Academic Profile exam, as well as
Math Placement and SCAT examination dates, are published in each
semester's Schedule of Classes booklet. For up-ta-date information about
assessment you can always consult
the
Center
for
Academic
Development's
website
at
www.wnsl.edu/services/cad/cad.html.
Incoming freshmen and graduating seniors should also soon receive
information about the Academic
Profile examination and test dates. A
student may [md that the various dates
for group testing are not convenient. It
is possible for arrangements to be
made for a more convenient appointment, at a nominal charge, in the
Assessment Center. For an appointment and additional details call 5166396.
Finally, we meet too many students who seem to rely more on
hearsay than printed information, and
this leads to confusion regarding the
Academic ProfIle and the various
. placement tests. Consulting printed
material, and an academic adviser
seems to give better advice than what
you might hear from a friend.

--Michael Cunningham
Assessment Coordinator

Beloved re,d car teaches
financial responsibility

T

his week, I attended the St.
Louis Auto Show with m v

learn how to drive the red car. I' ve
been driving it ever since.
Growing up, my folks wouldn ' t
friend John. It's only the second time I've been to a car show, gi ve me or mv brothers an
and I really enjoyed it. To me, the ;}JoWfu,ce, for tv,.:o reasons: they
most interesting part is seeing the didn't have the money, and they
concept cars and trying to guess wanted to teach us responsibility.
which of them might actually We knew from the time were very
become production models in the little that we would have to pay for
future .
our own car insurance and for our
One thing I don' t enjoy about the college tuition.
I WJS accidentshow is seeing the
prone when I first
price tags on every
started d!i ving_ I had
car. As we passed
two
accidents
from one manufacturinvolving
other
er's area to the next,
vehicles. My insurmy heart sank. There
ance payments s1..')'wasn't a single car
rocketed. After the
company that was
final accident, my
making inexpensive
parents wanted me
new cars. In my
to break the cycle.
advertising copywritThey made me fIle a
ing class with Sid
claim,
which
Savan, I've been
increased the payhearing a lot about
JOSH RENAUD
Volkswagen and the ........... ... ..
ments, and instead
Beetle from
the
editor-in-cbief
of going to a body
shop, my dad and I
1960s. As a student
on a tight budget, I wish there was would repair the damage ourselves.
still a car company making some- Of course, r had to pay for the parts.
Paying for the car 's insurance and
thing small and affordable.
I'm now convinced that I will most of its repairs definitely made
probably never purchase a new car. me take better care of the car.
As angry as I was at the time, it
Instead I think. I will have to stick
with used cars for quite some time. was a terrific experience. To that
It's not as though I'm actively look- point, I had only known how to baning for a car right now; I'm perfect- dle the most basic em' maintenance
ly happy with the 1987 maroon tasks. wing to different junk. yards
two-tone Caprice Classic I drive with my dad, pulling parts from the
cars, disassembling our car, and
right now.
You might say rYe developed an then putting it back together forced
emotional attachment to it. The red me to learn a lot.
car has been in my family since
I haven't had been in an accident
1987, when my dad got it to use as since then.
a company car. My dad got a new
My friend Steve jokingly refers
car in. 1991, and so the red car was
passed on to my mom. When I
see RENAUD, page 8
turned 16, it was time for me to

Avoiding pain is worth
Novocaine's side effects

M

y first dentist traumatized
me about six years ago.

give.
The "Zz:z.2.zzzzeewwwww·' of
the drill would cause pain just to
hear it, but I think my dentistloacled
me with so much numbing agent that
I could not hear out that ear.
I realized this about two hours
later after I had taken a shower and
was putting on my make-up, I could
look in the mirror
POI T IS . ..
and see the affected

Until that point., I had never had a
cavity and therefore never had a
need for Novocaine
I'll \vili not soon forget when Dr.
Weiss said., "It's a small ca·vity. You
won' t need Novocaine."
My father does
A ND THE
not use the desensitizer' so I said that
half of my face
would be fine. If my
there, but it was as if
father could handle
it was detached.
having a cavity
1 smoothed on
filled in such condiconcealer and fountions, so could 1.
dation ,
which
I soon learned
looked evelY nOfthat I would follow
mal, but darn iJ I
my mother' s pain
could feeI bounce in
tolerance. Close to
my skin.
none.
For men reading
I only remember
this, I will give you
ANNE PORTER
the analogy of shavtiny parts of the
whole · miserable
ing with half your
managing editor
experience. I think I
face
completely
have blocked out the rest of that numb. You try to accommodate the
awful experience.
texture of your cheek so that you do
I get reminders every time I have not cut yow'Self with the razor, but
a new cavity filled and so does my it's impossible.
dentist because every time I am sitThe whole reason I took a showting in the tonure chair waiting to er after the dentist wa~ that I wanted
have my teeth drilled I tell him the something to relax me
"No Novocaine stOlY."
So after I got dressed and went
He knows I love Novocaine. In out I tried to talk. What a mumbler I
fact, I think iJ there is such a thing, I was. I was almost embarrassed to
would place a bwuper sticker on my even say a word to anyone.
car that says, "I love Novocaine."
Finally about two hours later, I
. This is where the hate part of the was beginning to feel normal, like I
relationship begins,
could bold a conversation without
It's that nwubing dullness appearing intoxicated.
So what's my point here? About
although I can still move my tongue
and my lips still crinkle when I every year or so I have to relearn the
attempt to talk, but nothing sounds lesson of flossing regularly (which I
light and I sound like Kojak.
hate more than doing taxes ... well,
Last Tuesday, I had to have two almost) And then I remember how .,
cavities filled on my left side of my much even though I may not like the
mouth. These two particular teeth after effects of Novocaine, I will
bad been on watch for about two continue to use it, adore it and bopeyears. I knew eventually they had to fully avoid it with better dental care:

.'

_ Igarashi

""utsumi
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Sarah Jurczyk
Sophomore / Pre-Law

Sarah Dimmit
Freshman I Music Education

Senior I Anthropology

Chris Stockton
Sophomore / Psychology
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Why is it that sex is more emotion-feeling for women that
men?

How can we get a Ph.D talking about sex?

How could we adjust sex education in the schools to meet
the needs of our very promiscuousteens?

----,,----

----,,----

----,,----

Tabitha Miller

Why does sex decrease after
~niage?lsitheaHhy?
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Riverwomen

t~iumph

over Knights

Consistent shooting in overtime leads
!»omen's basketball team to victory
BY NICK BOWMAN

staff wr:iter
Last
Thursday
night,
the
Riverwomen's basketball squadhe1d a
substantial lead twice, in the begin~
ning and in the end. Forward Lynette
Wellen hit the first four points of the
contest, against Great Lakes Valley
Conference No. l-ranked Bellarmine
and Christy Lane followed with a
three-pointer. That was the last time
that UMSL would find themselves
ahead for a long time.
Bellarmine guard Rachel Young hit
her first three, on the way to 23 points
for the night, causing the Knights to
slowly pull away with the lead.
Riverwoman Britney Dowell and
Knight Lynne Johnson traded threepointers, but the Bellarmine offense
won out as Young hit another longball
to cap a scoring drive that set UMSL
back 18-21.
The referees were scrutinized by
Bellarmine Head Coach David Smith.
After Wellen was sent to the line for
the first of six times on the night,
where she shot a perfect 12 for 12·,
Smith subbed Ryan Danner for a foulplagued Knight.
"Anything I can do without a foul
called, coach?" Datmer asked.
"Yeah," Smith said. "Don't touch
anybody."
TIus hands-off approach resulted

in an 11-0 Bellarmine ~, setting
Both tdams were in the bonus by
them ahead with a comfortable 34-23 the 6:00 mark, but the Riverwomen
lead. Johnson's third three-pointer of excelled from the line. UMSL was 22
the night capped off the run. of 24 from the charity line for a team
Riverwoman
Lindsey
Brefeld average of 92 percent, far higher than
responded to the rally, shooting off a the 62 percent put up by the Knights.
pair of IS-footers. This sparked Kelly
The game remairied close throughBlunt to a solid closing performance out the final minutes, where Christy
as she stole, boarded and sealed a Lane had a chance to end the contest
jumper from the left side of the hoop on a desperate shot from the right side,
closing the gap to five with just 'over but did not prevail as the game ended
one minute remaining.
with.a score of 63-63, forcing an overHead Coach Shelly Ethridge, with time.
Dowell at the point, called a circle
"I told the girls that free throws
offense that produced three scores in a were going to decide this one," said
row, the most exciting being a fade- Ethridge. "Tonight we were on and
away jump shot from Brefeld as the that's what won the game."
Bellarmine won the opening tip,
Riverwomen closed the gap to 36-33
and nothing else as UMSL doubled up
at the half.
"We were looking forward to this , the Knights 14-7 to take the victory
game, and it took a while to slow the 77-70. The Riverwomen shot 8-8
ball down," said Krista Longseth. from the line in overtime, including 2
"But Olice we settled the ball down, from Stacey Haig, who only saw 12
we knew thatwe were back into it."
seconds of play in the contest.
The second half featured more of
"For the amount of time that she
the same dramatics, with both teams sees, Stacey is the most productive
teetering within two points of each player on thls team," said Ethridge. '1
other until about the 10:30 mark, don't know anyone who could score
where Smith was forced to call a time two points in 12 seconds consistentout as UMSL began to take a five- ly."
point lead.
Lynette Wellen finished. the night
'We don't rebound, we don't hus- with 24 points and 9 rebounds and
tle back, we don't play hard," Smith Lane with 12 points, as the
told his troops.
Riverwomen improve to 7-5 in the
Within four - minutes, Bellatmine Great Lakes Valley Conference.
had the score knCltted at 55-55.
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Darren Brune! The CUrrel1l

Riverwoman Lynette Wellen shoots for two behind a swarm of
players anxiously awaiting a rebound.

Addington steps Rivermen hold Bellarmine at
bay wi h solid defense
in as new SID
BY DAVE KINWORTHY

stall' editor
The University of Missouri-St.
Louis filled the po~ition of Sports
Information Director last week when
Pat Dolatl announced the hiring of
Todd Addington to fill the void left by
former SID Chris Cole. This also
marks the fourth SID
rSL has had
in the past four years dating back to
Chuck Yahng in 1997.
Addington, one of the finalists during the period when Cole was hired
last August had nO' problem corning
back for a second interview.
"1 interviewed back in August, and
I \vas told then that I was one of the
finalist'>," Addington said. 'They then
went and hired Chris. Athletic Director
Pat Dolan called me and told me that
they went with somebody else, he had
a little more experience in an area that
I didn't. That 'was an area that they
wanted to go towards. They ended up
going with Chris and then he had
things come up for him personally and

he decided to move on. [Pat Dolan]
decided to give me a call back and I
was more than excited to come out."
Addington most recently worked at
the University at Buffalo, a program
which had just stepped up to the
Division I levd and also had a football
tearn. The transition back to a Division
11 program is not that difficult for
Addington. though, after his job in
Buffalo.
'The experience there was great,"
Addington said. "1 got in there just as
their prograrn had gone from Division
II to Division I in the mid 1990s and
their football team had just gone from
lAA to lA upon my arrival. Kind of
going through that transition period
with them was an experience. As far as
the SID work itself, it's really not that
different. Obviously at the Di\'ision I
level, you get a little more COVer~lge.
You are just trying to get as much
attention as possible for your tearn."
Butaside from more media cover-

BY NICK B OWMAN

staff writer
At least the Rivermen are consistent. In two consecutive games, one
a loss to no. 2 Northern Kentucky
and the other a victory over no. 4
Bellarmine, UMSL scored 66 points.
The first conte .t against Northern
Kentucky,did not feature much in the
way of heroics. but may have easily
been produced as a clinic . Both teami
shot che to 50 percent from the
field, and over ~O percent fro m the
free throw line. The three-poim line
made all the diffe rence as Northern
Kentucky shot .500 from the line
bllIlging them a step closer to losing
on Great Lakes Vall ey Conference
leader Southern Indiana and defeating the Rivermen 7, -66.
TI1ursday, the Rivermen f aced the
Knights in front of a strong cr wd of

200.

see SID, page 9
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Darren Brune!

Too Cllrr~nt

Todd Addington, the new sports information director on campus,
taking the place of Chris Cole, worked at his first basketball
game this past Thursday.

Darren Brune!

Tbe Cumml

Greg Ross shoots over a Bellarmlne defender towards the
beginning of last Thursday'S game.

EDIT
DAVE KINWORTHY

sports editor
phone: 516-5 174
fax: 516-681 1

G AMES
Men's
Basketball
at Southern Indiana
-._~ pili. Tbur.. Ff!h. 8
at Southern Indiana
-.. .6 pill. Sill.. Ft!b. 10

Forward Brian Markus got thing
going for the Rivennen, working as a
veritable one-man team, hitting a
three-pointer. grabbing a pair of
boards. wiping a ball and assisting
ell-route to a 10-0 run to start the contest.
The Riverrnen , who have the toprated defen. e in the GLVC, were
impenetrabl e, holding the Knights to
nine points at the 9:00 mark. UMSL
was allowing onJy 68.4 points per
game through Thursday.
"We' ve been leading the Jeague in
defense, and we showed why
tonight," said Assistant Coach Ja on
Hillman.
The Rivem1en took a solid 39-25
lead into tlle half. The team showed
solid discipline as they sen.t
BellatTIline to the charity line onl y
once in the first half, while drawing
four fouls.
"Our guys showed great discipline: ' said Head Coach Mat'k
Bernsen. "Our guys did a great job
drawing fouls. They drove to the net
and wanted to be fouled."
As a whole, m1SL shot 87 percent from the line, while hal ing the

Next week look for our intervi ew with Athletic Director Pat

see R IVERM E N, page 9

Dolan about UMSL's safety
transportation features,

Women's
Basketball
at Southern Indiana
i I5 /1111. llnw. Ff!h. ,'{

at SIU Edwardsville
53f1 /1111..'\(iI. "'!II. 111

Lindenwood team
continues to recover
Last Thursday, Feb. 1, a van
from Li ndenwood University
containing seven basketball
players and two coaches overturned in New Florence ,
Mo. en ro ute to a game
against
Missouri
Valley
College . All survived, but two
are in seri ous but stable

condition.

Talent and bitte r rivalries make college basketball great
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DAVE KINWORTHY

f you missed th.is college basketball game last week, well, you
missed two of the best gatnes tbat
I have ever wiOlessed in my entire
lifetime .
The first game, last Monday, featured the no.3-ranked Kansas
Jayhawks corning to the University of
Missouri and going down in a flame
of defeat. It was $ 0 nice to see
Kareem Rush play so well along with ·
the shot-happy Clarence Gilbert from
FlOlida
The friction between Mizzou and
Kansas has intensified ever since the
am-'val of Quinn Snyder from Duke
Uni'Y·ersity. Roy Williams has had a
long-time rivalry against Coach K of

the Blue Devils and with Snyder as
the assistant, the recruits are begin~
ning to blossom and the talent for
Missollli is on the up and corning.
It was just so good to see the talent
level of !\,1jzzou actually competing
with the likes of Kansas. Although
Mizzou did win and compete against
Kansas with Nonn Stewart at the
helm, the talent of the future iust did
not compare to what Kansas \~as producing. Jason Sutherland may have
been a good guard for rviizzou, but
could Kenny Gregory or even Ryan
Robertson from St. Charles West outplay him talent-wise? Yes they could,
but it was the grit and derernlination
that a lot of the former Tigers had that

wus inspirational to all in th.i s clash of
the Big 12.
TIle second, but probably the best
game that I have seen on the coUegiate level th.is season, was the North
Carolina University versus Duke
University competition. The game
featured some of the best all-around
athletes in the nation.
This rivalry is a clash of the be.st
teams in the Atlantic Coastal
Conference, with the exception of
maybe the Virginia Cavaliers. No
matter how well Clemson has played
the flIst half of the season, either OIle
of these teams can beat them when it
comes around to playing for something worthwhile: the ACC title and

an NCAA berth.
The ganle itself proved to be one
of the best gan1es in Ace history as
Duke and North Carolina went down
to the wire, after a rally by the Blue
Devil s with less than a minute
remaining. The Tar Heels had the ball
after the game was tied on a threepointer and clJ.·ove dow1l the court for
one last try before the game was sent
to overtime. A foul was called wirh
less than two seconds remllin ing in
the game and North Carolina sank
bOtll free throws to win the clash of
the No. 2- and No.4-ranked teams in
the nation .
The garne reminded me of when
Chtistian Lattener hit a turnaround

jumper fro m the free throw line to
push Duke int.) the Elite Eight in the
, CAA toumament.
Both of thc:se gnmes ha)"e senti,
ments of what college f I1l t professional) baskerball sllL1uld have-he.an
and a great competition, There is no
slam dunking ~very other pl ay and
the players play to win, · nol for the
money.
Colleze baskerball time hru finally
come a~d now that the Nati~ m\'l
Football Le ague season i . , Vel'.
March Madness will be coming soon
and basketball fan atics will \ Ines'>
games that may even become a bett~r
scemuio than the Miu:ou/Ka\lsas l.lr
the Nonh CarolinNDuke matcbups.
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'State and Main' makes
for great date movie
BY C A THERINE
MARQUIS·HoMEYER

staff editor
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.. .. ........ ... .

a&e editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

MUSIC
February

If you are looking for an outstanding date movie, a romantic comedy
with a bit of intelligence and depth,
audition as extras. When Mayor
"State and Main" is the film you want.
You may have heard that this is a Bailey (Cbarles Durning) invites the
director and crew to his house for dincomedy about a big-budget film company invading a small New England ner a week bence, the mayor 's wife
tovm for location shooting, which is . Sheni (patti LllPone) launches on an
ovemight historic re-storation of their
true, and indeed it is probably the best
house, with an army of construction
film about filmmaking ever mademore on that later- but it is also a workers and decurators rushing about
as the wife barks orders like a director
wonderful romance that is both funny
on a set. The filmmakers struggle with
and thought provoking, a bit in the
their own difficulties, as they discover
manner of "It's a Wonderful Life."
that there is no old mill-it burned
A movie director and his small
dO\vn, funds are running low, and their
entourage tum up in a small New
leading lady Claire Wellesley (Sarah
England town, scouting for a loc ation
for their film, "The Old Mill.'· Excited Jessica Parker) suddenly refu<;es to do
to fmd that the town has a historic look her contracted nude scene.
The focus of the film falls on the
and the requisite old firehouse, and a
brochure indicates it even has an old screenwriter, Joe White (Philip
Seymour Hoffman), who is working
mill , director Walt Price (William H.
on his fIrst flim and is almost as lost in
Macy) quickly calls in the rest of the
the activities as the locals. The loss of
movie production crew. A small army
of Hollywood types immediately his typewriter brings him to the owner
of the local bookstore, AIm Black
invades the town and disrupts all the
(Rebecca Pidgeon), and they are
usual routines. It quickly becomes
apparent that the movie company has immediately drawn to each other.
H owevel~ many obstacles stand in
just made a hasty exit from their original small town location since their star, their way, not the least of which is her
Bob Barrenger (Alec Baldwin), has a engagement to a local politician and
the hurricane of activity around the
taste for underage girls.
filmmakers. Ultimately, Joe is faced
However, the local towru;people
with an ethical dilemma precipitated
are both fascinated and awed by the
invaders and are delighted with the by the film's problematic star. On one
band, he is urged to tell the truth by the
economic boom they bring. Movie
bookseller, but on the other, his doing
people fill the town's one hotel to
so would halt the film and ruin the
capacity, and strain the local restaucareers of himself and the other filmrant's culinary capability with requests
for exotic sandwiches. Local activities
see STATE, page 7
screech to a halt as everyone mshes to

7 p.m.
Family Arena
Anthony Gomes Blues Band

8:30 p.m.
Generations
Morris Day & the Time

8 p.m.
Pageant

9
Stylistics
with Dramatics, Chi-Lites,
Delfonics & Harold Melvin's
Blue Notes

8 p.m.
Fox Theatre
Bellrays
with Electric Airlines

9 p.m.
Hi-Pointe
Tiny Cows

Llywe/yn's Loft

10
Fantasia

Acapulco Restaurant &:
Lounge
Karl Denson's Tiny Universe

8:30 p.m.
Mississippi Nights
Ba:1u Gibson & New Orleans
Hot Jazz
8 p.m.

Sheldon Concert Hall

ABOVE: Julia Stiles and
Rebecca Pidgeon star
in "State and Main."
LEFT: Clark Gregg. Alec
Baldwin, Robert Walsh,
and David Paymer star
in "State and Main,"
directed by David
Mamet.

ALBUM REVIEW

8
Brad Paisley
with Andy Griggs & the
Kinleys

Length: 104 min.
Rated: R
Our opinion:*- *- *- *- *-

FILM REVIEW

Meat Puppets' new album
brings back old f lavor

Cuteness isn't enough to
save 'Head over Heels'

BY E MILY U MBRIG H T

BY STEFANIE E LLIS

:,pe ia/ to The Cu rrent

sp ecial to The C1Irrent

.. .. ... . . ... .. -. ....... . --.... .

Flash back, if you will, to a time
when you discovered alternative
music that paved the way for mainstream bands being played today on
the radio. Anyone who was alive and
listened to the music that came out of
the early nineties should at least
remember the nanle Meat Puppets.
They achieved underground fanle by
producing a handful of albwus on
indie label SST before spilling into
the mainstream with the help of
Nirvana Look back through your
old, dusty CDs that were once played
at the volume that spells out teenage
The Meat
angst and you'll fmd them on
Nirvana's Unplugged album next to
your old Dinosaur JR EP. Maybe you
even bought their groundbreaking
Too High to Die album when it came
,Band: Meat Puppets
out in 1994. Then suddenly they van,Label: Atlantic:
ished. Sure, they released a few more
· Our opinion: ~ .
albums, but for the most part the
band had died along with that whole , ..
era of music.
Well the Puppets are back with a band obtained roller coaster fame by
new album, Golden Lies, and a new putting out 12 albums mostly on
line up that is sure to revive the spir- independent labels. Their 13th
its of anyone wiDing to relive the album, Golden Lies, on Atlantic
experience their sound brings. This records, did not come easy. After the
album lives up to what is expected of lack of commercial success with No
the Meat Puppets. It carries their Joke ! in 1995, Cris K.irkwoodis battle
basic laid-back sound forward but with dmg addiction, and the death of
drops some of that country influence the brothers' mother, the band fell
that divided them from a band like apart for two years. Curt moved to
Austin, TX, where he joined forces in
the Minutemen.
Since fonning in 1980 with broth- 1997 with guitar player Kyle Ellison,
ers Curt and Cris Kirkwood on guitar and later drummer Shandon Sahm
and bass al ong with drummer and bassist Andrew Duplantis, both .
Denick Bostrom in Phoenix, the of the Austin band Pariah. This

Length: 120 min.
Okay, let's just get this over with:
Rated: PG-1 '
Freddie PrillZe Jr. is hot. There, I said
OUf
opinion:
it. Now can we try and stop drooling
over his dimples and baby face, and
forget that he looks incredible in a weren't for Prinze Jr.'s undeniably
tn.,,? Can we, please? Because that's charming screen persona, I \vould've
about all he lent to his most recent fled the the~ter.
fllm, "Head Over Heels." Yes, I do
Don't get me wrong, this film had
think he can act, whicb, sadly, sets him its share of sweetness. When you pair
apart from most of his other co-stars.
Prinze Jr. and a gorgeous blonde like
He and co-star Monica Potter Potter, you' re bound to have some aw(Amanda Pierce) were the only true shucks moments. But even those rare
actors in this fIlm, but their abilities instances ate overshadowed by flimsy
did nothing to save the transparent characters like Jade (Shalom Harlow),
plot and incredibly bad acting from
the ringleader in the group of models.
the yappy models who follow them Jade oversees the nightly waiting list
around like puppy dogs throughout in which men line up at the apartment ·
the movie. The film attempts to be door while she peers through a small
cute, but I would never put it on par window, sizing each of them up
with "Runaway Bride" or "The
according to how much designer
Wedding Singer."
clothing they' re wearing. She bas no
For starters, the story line is com- problem making a man pay $1200 for
pletely weak. Girl catcheS sCWllball
dinner and simply holds the check in
boyfriend boffing a model in their
the air and watches, as an eager listapartment. Girl needs a new place to
winner happily snatches it up. I love a
live. Girl sees an ad for $500, whicb . model who's got her priorities straight.
turns out to be a luxury apartment only Then there's Cand.i (with an i), the lovHeather Locklear could afford. Girl
able Aussie who spends most of the
sees four models who live there. Girl movie eating the candy necklace
doesn't tum around and run, but around her neck and sitting around the
moves in anyway. Girl soon becomes house because she "can't go out in
a voyeur and looks into hunky Jim public yet." Why? Because she's covWinston's (Freddie Prinze Jr.) apartered in bandages from her various
ment across the street. Girl falls in . plastic surgeries (she is a model, you
love. Girl sees Jim kill someone. Girl know). A great deal of her screen time
decides to begin her own investiga- is spent with eye patcbes on, probably
tion. Stupid models mn around aim- from some eyelid transplant surgery or
lessly in stiletto heels saying things
something. But how convenient for
like: "I've got to leave, I'm getting
hives from all these ugly people." If it
see HEELS, page 7

*_

Puppets

became the newly renovated Meat
Puppets.
The album begins with a brief 50
second electIonica-inspired intro (is
that a Bjork sample?) before slamming into classic Puppets riffs in
"Armed and Stupid." The third o:ack,
"I Quit,~ ' maintains their lively
melodies, but is strangely reminiscent of R.E.M.'s "Driver 8."
Kirkwood confronts some of the
issues that haunt his past in songs like
the dark "Lamp" and "Pieces of Me."
With lyrics like "Drop the
lamp/stumble to find if anything's
happening" and "I stiU have a hole
where my heart was! and the head
where my mind used to live,"
K.irkwood proves that he can tackle
personal issues as well as write
quirky songs like the upbeat and

.. .........................................................I. ..........
see LI E S, page 7

There's more to h istory of Valentine'S Day than Cupid

MARQUEE RAMBLINGS
CATHE RINE

MARQUiS-H OMEYER.

First off, I want to clarify something: Wehrenberg theaters aren ' t
going out of business-they just filed
Chapter 11 to reorganize. Lots of
companies do this when they're
struggling fInancially and all movie
theaters are having some of these
problems right now. It just means we
bave to help them out a bit, and go see
a movie-a favorite thing to do for
valentines, anyway.
So how about the origin of
Valentine's D ay? Feb. 14 is St.
Valentine's Day, the Catholic feast
. day of St. Valentine, a martyred 3rdcentury priest of the Roman Empire.
What would a IIlartyred Roman priest
have to do with lovers and romance?
Well tbere is a story a,bout St.
Valentine. There appear to have been

two or three real St. Valentines who
were martyred, any of wbom may
have been the source of this story. But
the story is thi s: the Roman Emperor
of that time, Claudius II, wished to
increase the strength of his army and
believed that single men made better
soldiers than men with families , so he
forbade all young men to marry, as a
way to improve the army. St.
Valentine objected to this unfair law
and continued to perform marriages
in secret. He was eventually caught,
sentenced to death, and imprisoned.
While he was imprisoned, he himself
fell in love with a young woman who
vi sited him, thought to be the jailer's
daughter. Before he died, be sent her
a letter, whicb he signed "from your
Valentine." Hence the common sig-

nature on valentine cards and the
association with romance.
In legend, St. Valentine was portrayed as a sympathetic, heroic, and
romantic fIgure and he became one of
the most popular saints in the Middle
Ages. This story was enonnously
popular in medieval times, wben the
image of romantic l~ve was first
formed, and the saint's feast day, Feb.
14, became associated with romance
and lovers. But there was more to it
than that. The connection between tbe
month of February and romance goes
back to ancient Rome. The early
Catholic Churcb often liked to incorporate local pagan festivals into their
own calendars as a way of supplanting those practices (instead of just forbidding them). The tradition says that

Feb. 14 or 15 commemQrates the
saint's death, but Feb. 15 was also the
date ora Roman festival, LupercaJia,
a fertility festival dedicated both to
the Roman god of agriculture and to
the twin founders of Rome, Romulus
and Remus, who according to legend
were raised by a she-wolf (lupa, Latin
for she-wolf). This festival was part
of the larger Roman festival of spring,
which was thought to begin il}
February, and included a ritual in
whicb the names of all young single
women were put into a pot, and the
young single men each chose a name
from the pot, for a woman they would
. be paired with for the next year.
Many of these matches resulted in
marriage, and hence it was considered a festival of love. The early

Christians objected to the lottery
aspect of the festival but kept the idea
of a day for lovers. By the 17th century, this boliday was becoming popular and by the 18th century it was
widely celebrated in England, with
friends and lovers exchanging small
gifts or tokens of affec~ion and handwritten notes. Printed Valentine cards
. appeared by the end of that century
and with the rise of cheaper postage,
mailing printed valentines became
popular.
So for Valentine's Day, take your
boney out to a romantic movie (I sug- .
gest "State and Main" or "Chocolat"
or even "Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon"), or spend the day at the .
botanical garden, cuddling and thinking about the coming spring .

.~

Kemoll's is excellent experience
BY CHARLIE BRIGHT
.... ...... -.....................

staff writer
One of the finest restaurants in St.
Louis is Kemo\l's. The elegant surroundings are perfect for a . quiet
Valentine's dinner or any special night.
Kemo\l 's is an elegant dining experience, and the experience of the restaurant is what sticks out in my mind even
more than the exquisite cuisine.
Kemoll's has a long history of
pleasing both palate and sensibilities,
but be prepared to dress up in your
finest and be on your best manners for
quite some time. The fifth generation
of Kemoll's are already pitching in
with the 74-year-old business, and
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every generation has contributed to the
atmosphere to the point of cultural perfection that is apparent immediately
upon entering.
My experience before getting in
was hectic, as parking was difficult to
lind, and when at last I had found a
spot it was in a garage that was pre-·
cisely on the opposite end of the elegance spectrum from the restaurant. I
was in a suit walking through oil stains
in a garage that reminded me of where
I park at a baseball game.
After I had been seated, I was overcome by the selection of delightful
foods offered 1 tried the fried artichokes (which melted in the mouth)
and ordered fillet mignon for dinner.

One look at the wine list lold me IWO
things. First, Kemoll 's has one of the
best wine lists in SI. Louis. Second, I
couldn 't afford anything worth buying
on it. This is perhaps the' most important thing to remember about
Kemoll 's. Dinner will run you more
than thirty dollars and with the amazing wine list you'll have to do some
prolonged scrimping if you want to
splurge briefly.
If you're looki ng for fine Italian '
dining in St. Louis, Kemoll's is an
excellent choice. If you have someone
special you're looking to treat, or feel
like treating yo urself, make dinner
reservations at KemoH 's.

.~.~.~.~.~.~..!~~??:.Pqff~ . ?. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .
the directors, who obviously think
this is the perfect opportunity to make
Candi trip over things, run into walls
and fall on the floor. And if her Three
Stooges shenanigans weren't eno ugh,
she uses a favorite phra~e, oft-repeated throughout the movie: "1 know a '
lot about water. I'm from Australia."
Brilliant. And let us not forget
Roxana, the Russian model with an
attitude and permanently-upturned
lip. Actually, she's easy to forget, and
really not worth mentioning. The
only model halfway easy to stomach
is Holly. The only thing that irked me
about her character was the fact that
she turned down a full-ride to
Stanford to be a model. When asked
why, she replied, "Honey, who needs
Stanford when you look like this')"

You want drama') This movie has
got that too. Take, for exanlp1e, the
scene where the models are searching
Prinze's apart ment for evidence
while he's away at work. Can you
believe that he came home early,
forcing the models to hide in his
shower? And wouldn't you know, he
has to use the restroom while they're
in there, and makes the most vulgar
can
imagine.
sounds
one
Hmm ... aren't we supposed to think
he 's adorable, not Al Bundy? With
this kind of on-the-edge-of-your-seat
suspense, aren 't yo u eager to see (and
hear) these intense bathroom scenes?
While Palter 's Amanda is
adorable and hopelessly clueless in
that sweet sort of way, and Plinze is
just a dream on wheels, her Patch

Adams fame and hi s Freddie Prinzeedess just couldn't help this film
make the grade. I'm sure a lot of people will be oohing and aahing over
"Head Over Heels," but I'm just not
that kind of girl. I'm the kind of girl
who would like to see a film where
models are portrayed as being intelligent (who knows, maybe they really
are), where the story line is more
believable and the characters more
sustainable. And I'd like a more creative ending. Don't worry, 1 won 't
divulge that part. If you still insist on
seeing this movie, I guess you 'll find
out for yourself. Believe me, it's not
at all predictable either.
NDlll playing at Des Peres 14,
Creve Couer 12, and other area theaters

.~.!.~!..~.~. !:.?"!..Pqe.~..?. . . . .
makers.
Director/writer David Marner. has
crafted a film that is both a realistic
look at how movie companies work
and a hilarious send-up of the movie
industry, as well as people's sometimes-unreasolling awe of Hollywood.
The characters are well-rounded and
to
complex, not simple stereotypes,
which add tremendously to this "gang
comedy." The film is a perfect balance
of great in-jokes about movie making
and hilarious bits that will make everyone laugh. It isn't just the filmmakers
who are the source of fun, as the local
people don't escape skewering as well ,
with jokes about small town life, people's awestruck response to movie
stars and movie people, and a whole
town who wants to "go Hollywood."
The film harkens back to the "screwball" comedy style of 19405 classics
by director Preston Sturges (one of the
great comedy directors of that era),
with its very effective use of ensemble
comedy and rapid-fire gags. The film
also makes numerous references to
"It's a Wonderful Life" (the mayor is
named George Bailey), which shares a
common theme of redemption and
second chances. The \varmth and
charm of the romance in this tilm
along with its skillful presentation of
its ethical dilemma give this film the
same broad emotional appeal of ,·It's a
Wonderful Life."
David Mamet is also a well-known
play\.\'Jight, with numerous awards to
his credit including a Pulitzer. Many of
those works are serious dramas and he
is noted for his plot twists and powerful use of language. His previous
works include Glengarry Glen Ross,
Wag the Dog, 1he Spanish Prisoner,
The Untouchables, and others. While
~ theater directors and play \.\'lights don't
always make good film directors,
Manlet is the exception and in "State
and Main," Mamet's work really
shines, and this is probably his best
film yet. TIus film is sure to be a classic, as the best comedy about filmmaking ever made and as a romance
with a brain and a heart.
A final hint: stay for the end of the
credits--this comedy just won't stop .

Join in.

.~.~.~~.~..!~?:.:.~.pqe.e.. .?.. . . ..... .
comical "Hercules."
At first glance, this album seems
like an effort to come back usin!! fresh
devices of the very bands the~ Meat
Puppets have inspired. However, the
band remains true to what they are.
The album is still full of those dense
riffs and lyrics that make the songs an
oddity, but the band employs some
fresh direction in songs like "You
Love Me," which starts out with drum
loops, and the poppy "Endless Wave,"
The album falls short when Kirkwood
tries to rap, because his folky nasal
voice just was not made for that, but on
the whole this is a decent album.
Check out tracks II and 13 for trips
down memory lane. Goldell Lies is
sure to make anyone-time Meat
Puppets fan happy to know that the
• band is capable of coming out with the
same bright music despite their disappearance.

•
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Charter school sponsors seek funding
BY

R HASHAD PITTMAN

slall wJiter
State legisla tor, cmd representatives of chaner school sponsors
throughout Missouri me t on Jan. 25 in
Jefferson City [0 di scuss financial
assistance for sponsors.
Bob Samples.
director
of
Unive rsi ty Communications, and
John Hylton. interim associate vice
chancellor for Academic Affairs, represented Urv!SL at the meeting.
The Lerulling Exchange, a Kansas
City-based organization that ananged
the meeting, proposed a formula for
state fun ding that would ea:se the
finan cial bu rden pia ed on sponsors.
The educational cons ulting organization is seeking -750.000 from the

state, Samples said.
"The Leaming Exchange is leading an effort to try to obtain state
funding for charter school sponsors
and to obtain an agreement from the
sponsors," Samples said. "This is an
elfort that [lTh-lSL] can support."
Under the proposed formula,
sponsors will receive $23,400 for
every charter school they sponsor and
additional money based on the charter
schools' enroliment, Samples silld.
If state legislators approved the
proposal, UN15L would get about
$78,000 for sponsoring The St. Louis
Charter School and Thurgood
Marshall Academy, Samples said.
Central Missouri State University,
which sponsors II charter schools,
would get the largest sum at over

"We won't know if they passed
[the legislation] until late May or
June." he added.
A set of principles for sponsoni to
follow were also discussed at the
meeting, Hylton said. In addition to
the responsibilities outlined in state
law, sponsors would follow more
detailed standards for how they accepl
and review charter applications and
what to do after the applications have
been approved.
The additional guidelines wouIe
"ensure an accountability standard fO!
sponsors," Samples said.
"The meeting was beneficial ir
other regards too." he added.
"It's good to find out what othel
sponsors are doing that's positive an(
negative," Samples said.

$300,000, he added.
'We're asking for money so that
we can fulfill the responsibility for
spDnsoring charter schools," Hylton
said.
The money would be used for
sponsored activities such as charter
school field trips to the university and
for charter school evaluations.
"It could provide for any number
of things," Hylton said, adding a
sense of optimism. "I anticipate that
[the proposal] will be approved."
Currently the proposal is still in the
preliminary stages. The Leaming
Exchange is hoping that interested
state representatives will introduce
the bill in the cunent legislative session, which ends in late spring,
Samples said.

Energy prices stra in budget
BY J EFF GRIESM E R
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Con struction continues on the Performin g A rts Cent er. After d ifferent delays , th e project is now r un ning smoothly an d set to op en
in December 200 2, said Sam Daran dari, dir ect or of Camp us
Plann ing and Constru ction .

Perfonning Arts Center
back on track after delays
BY DAN GALLI

~peciaL 10

The Current

After some ini tial setbac ks , construction is under way once again on
the Performing Arts Cen ter at UMS L
Work initially began o n the project
in M arch 2000. The Arts Center was
sl ated t be (;Qmpleted in 900 days at a
cost of around $43.5 mi llion dollars,
said S am Da randa ri , d ire ctor o r
Campu: Pl ann ing a nd C on truction.
The fIrst prob le m OCC UlTed whe n
the garage on the site was lemolished.
"We encountere d rock ." said
Darandari.
The rock that wn.~ in the ground
caused un expected delays as two separate tru ' ks were needed to get rid of
it. These trucks co uld not be used at
the same time, which wa the rea: on
for the delay. This was only a minor
setback compared to what happened
next.
In late 2000, concre te workers went
on strike. This resulted in 52 days lost

until the stri ke was (,)ve r. During th is
ti me no worK could be done , 5ince rhe
concrete for the bui lding 's foundation
could not be poured.
Th ings are ru nn ing smoothly now
though. and the bu ilding is set to upen
up in December 1002, D arandari ~ai d .
The Perfoolli ng Arts Ccntc l' w ill
fe ature a main thea ter. complete wi th
multi-le vel balconie', thal w ill hold
1.650 people . T here w ill also be a
music theater hall that will hold 300
people. In addi tion to this. there w ill he
rehearsal rooms and ple nly ot' offi ce
space .
It w ill be used to host a v:uic t)' o r
plays and concens o n ca mpus once it
i. comple ted . Most of the a '[iviries
w ill take pia e in the m a.in theater.
111e building " w ill e nh ance the
image of the campus and attract more
stude nts to the university." Darandari
said. "It is go ing to be one of the major
construction projects in the 51. Louis
area for a long time to come."

Increased energy prices this yeru'
have affected many people, but have
hi t the niversity of Missouri St.
Loui especially hard .
Compared to last year, energy
costs at the University have skyrocketed. For the ,' ix-lllonth peri od
between Ju ly and Decem ber, electricity ' osts are up 69 percent and
natural gas co t are up 109 percent
over last year. According to
Reinhard Schu ter. vice chancellor
fo r Admi nistrative S ervices . the
Un ivers ity is looking at a 630,000
increase in U[ility COSIS at th very
least.
S peaking on how the increa~ is
going io affect the budget, S 'huster
aid. "In the ' hort term .~i t'· <Join" to
hurt ." He said th at the Ul~ ver~ity
had budgeted more money for ener-

gy usage, but the unexpected
increase in gas prices and the unusually cold winter took them by surprise.
The Millennium Student Center
and the Daughters of Charity complex added a lot more space that
needed to be heated and cooled,
increasing the utility costs.
No major cutbacks in the budget
should initially be needed to acco~nt
for the increased prices. A reserve
fund has been building in the past
couple of years due to lower-thanex pected utility costs. That money
w ill be used to supplement this
year's budget
Measures.are going to be taken to
red uce the problem for future years.
Fnmk Kochin, director of Fa~ilities
Services outlined a number of these
measures. First of all, he plans on
troubleshooting the heating/cooling
system at the new Millennium

Student Center. Several routine
adjustments have been made and
more should help combat the problem of rising costs.
The University has also been
replacing old, inefficient boilers and
coolers in the past several years to
keep the costs down. The efforts had
made UMSL the most energy-efficient school in the University of
MissoUli System until this year."
Schuster said that the University
spent $4-5 million on replacing old
equipment. This newer equipment is
50 percent more efficient and should
bring costs down.
Continued efforts and the changing seasons should soon cause the
problem to take its course and fizzle
out, or at least the University Budget
committee hopes so.
"Energy is a big part of our budget. People don't realize how much
we spend," Kochin said.
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to my car as the ' ·Joshmobilc." For a
long time, my car had its own mascot, a picture o f a m an we called
"Arthur." I don't know how the picture got into my car. But we loved
Arthur, and he lived on my dashboard for several years, before the
sun finally got the best of him.
Right now, my car is in need of
some other repairs. Money is tight

Electricity costs at UMSL have
increased 69 percent over the
last year.

I

light now, and my folks are ILloking
at making some changes to the family tleet. Impol1ant decisions will be
made in the future, and maybe I'll be
using a different car. Until recently. I
hadn ' t ever considered how attached
I wa:s to the loshmobile. I suppose
it's like any first love , though.
Eventually, you've just got to let it go
and move on.

Ca ll 516-5316 for more informatio n!

Bring your

teaching degree to

In California you'll have' more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate, sports,
entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with open arms
and minds eager to lear_n, We need you here, To learn how easy it is to get here, call toll-free
1-888 -CaITeach or visit our website at www.calteach.com.
www.spnngbreak.sopadre.com

•
•
•
•
•

Competitive starting salaries and benefits
Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
Housing and cost of li·ving incentives
Strong community support for teachers
Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery
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UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!
(314)
516·5316

CLASSIFIED
RATES

Otbel!l'ise, classified adveltising is $10 jar 40 words or less in straigbt te,t JOI1l/at. Bold and CAPS letters are jree. All
classifieds must be prepaid ~1' c/Jeck, lI/onellordl?rOr credit card Deadline is Thursday at 3 p.m. prior to publication .

http://thecurrentonline.comads@thecurrentonline.com
tJl

Fun .Job On Campus
We are looking for dedicated
and enthusiastic UMSL students. You will: gain leadership skills • plan, publicize,
and present campus events •
assist students in the Career
Resource Center • work 10-20
hours a week. Horizons· Peer
Educators 516-5730
427 SSB
horizons@umsl.edu

1

Part Time
Love to Party?
Hot new marketing company
seeks high energy, motivated
individuals with strong people
skills for challenge. Will train.
Contact Jamie @
314-994-1642, 1099.

After School/Camp
Childcare Wanted
NEEDED: someone to pick up
, really nice five-year-old girl
after 3:00 p.m. Mon-Thurs.,
max 15 hours per week guaranteed. Pay negotiable. Need
reliable car. Great to have
during the school year. Light
housekeeping duties also. Call
725-7100. ext. 167.
Ask for Ruth

EGG DONORS NEEDED
You cart make a difference
and help an infertile couple
reach their dream of becoming parents. If you are
between the ages of 21 and
33, and have a good family
health history, then you may
qualify. $2500 stipend. Call
(800) 78(} 7437. All ethnidties
welcome .. Help a. couple go
from infertility to family:

Mover Wanted:
Clean cut, physically active
person needed for part or full
time college work. Hourly
wage plus tips. Call Aaron's
ST. LOUIS MOVING &: STORAGE
(314) 381-9.050

Local Branch of
International Firm
needs part-time positions
filled. $12.50 Base-appt.
Customer Svc Retail Sales.
Flex-time scheduling, 10- 35
Hours per week available.
100 Corporate Scholarships.
All majors may apply.
Call 822-0009.
www.workforstudents.com

Graders/TUtors Wanted
A west county Mathematics
and Reading learning center is
hiri'ng part-time'
graders/tutors helping children ages 3 to 15. We offer
ftex.tble schedules, fun and
rewarding working
envlron:melilt. Interested
candlidates please
caH 636-537-5522
E-mail: jchan@fnmatl.com

•

Internet Marketing'
Assistant
Our company is hiring. three
inte.rnet marketers to promote our famity of websites.
Candid'ate~ must have an
excellent understanding of
tfie internet and feel
comfortable ;'n business
situations. This 1S· a
work-at-home position. tf
interested, please contact
D'avid Garthe at
david'@connectme.Gom

$650.00 WEEKLY
working from home
FT /PT, noexp. necessary,
business expansion requires
new help, will provide
training, great opportunities,
act fast, rush $3.00/
self -addressed· stamped
envelope to: Shelton &
Assodates C. O. R. Brower '
2811 Juniata St.
St. Louis, MO 63118

On-campus work
The Current is always looking
for eager students to help
make this award-winning
paper more and more successful. Hours are VERY
flexible. Most positions are
paid. And it's a great way to
build up your resume. If
interested contact Anne at
516-6810 or stop by The
Current any Monday at 2:00.

Housekeeper
16-20 hours per week.
Includes house-cleaning,
laundry, ironing, cooking,
computer data entry.
$15 per hour. Creve Coeur.
Call 314-576-0024

'97 Chevy S10 pickup
4 cylinder, 2.2 liter engine
5 speed' manual transmission
2 wheel drive, alc, cassette
deck, 71,000 miles, Great
shape. Well maintained.
Blue-book valued at $8500
asking $6500
(314) 608-9136

1992 Ford Tempo
silver, 2-door,
62,600 miles, automatic,
very clean, excellent .
condition, $3,800.
Call 314-837-6145.

Ford F150 Pickup
81 Fort] F150 pickup, 160K
mites, 21 K on rebuilt engine
and major mechanical
overhaul of truck, has some
rust, needs paint job,
$2,000 OBO, at 6138

92 Ford Crown Vic LX
85K miles, many new parts,
needs paint job,
$5,000 OBO, at 6138

1 Tanning Bed
Local tanning salon is closing.
Bed IS only two years old and
all bulbs were replaced
recently. Works great.
Normally $2500, buyer pays
$1500. Free shipping.
If interested call
Karen @ (636) 456-7831

'90 Mercury Grand
Marquis
4-door, loaded, in excellent
mechanical condition, excellent interior and exterior,
99,000 miles. Blue Book retail
value is $3,971.
Call 516-6138

1992 Ford F-150 XLT
V8, 5.8 Liter, Automatic
Trans., 2 wheel drive,
52,xxx miles, Optional fuel
tank, A/C, Cruise Control,
AM/fM cassette Stereo,
Running Boards. $9,500. Call
Shauna (314) 324-7137

,

'89 Cavalier
Black with gray interior.
AM/FM Cassette, air/cond,
cruise, fold-down b~ck seat,
front-wh~el drive. Tires,
alternator, battery 2 yrs old.
NEW catalytic converter,
muffler, fuel filter, EGR
valve. Maintenance records.
Perfect for college or high
school student. Leave
message at
(217) 496-2482

'92 CEO STORM GSI
. 4-Cyl. 1.6 Liter, 5 Spd,
100,500 Miles, AIC, AMIFM
Stereo Cassette, Driver's Air
Bag, ps/pb, alloy wheels, rear
spoiler, white exterior with
unique body customizing.
Excellent condition. Looks
sharp. Clean interior.
New tires. Ask for $2500/best
offer (314) 426-5963. Hurry
up, don't miss this great deal.

Pepsi Soda Machine
(but put whatever
you want in it)
Perfect for small or large
businesses. Works fine, no
problems. Holds almost two
cases of seven different
kinds of soda. Free shipping.
If interested, call
Karen @ (636) 456-7831

Autos for Sale
Buy police impounds.
Cars from $500. All makes
& models available.
For listings call 806- 719 c 3001

ext. C213.
Adobe Photoshop 4.0
for PC
Opened only once to check
contents. Greatest design
software ever. Wonderful
Christmas idea for that
graphic designer. $8.0 OBO
Call Tom 739-0711

1988 Grand Am 2 dr
cold air, 4 cyl, 5 speed, runs
and looks great, blue with
blue int., state safety inspection, $1200 obo, 427-7548

r
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Hitler's underestimation of
Russia turned tide. of WWII

H

istory is sometimes defined located in the Caucasus area of southby watershed moments. . ern Russia, thereby cutting the counWord War II contained many try in two.
of these. One of the most significant
By Aug. I , the Germans had
culminated during this week back in advanced nearly 200 miles. The
1943.
Russians were in headlong retreat.
It was called the Battle of Hitler boasted to his generals, "The
Stalingrad, and marked the turning Russian is finished, I tell you, he is
point of World War II on the Eastern finished'"
Front.
Hitler would be
In the late spring
proven wrong: dead
of 1942, Adolf Hitler
wrong.
found himself at war
In order to sec ure
with practically the
the northern end of
entire world. His
the
their attac k,
armies were spread
German
High
out allover Europe,
Command sent the
the Mediterranean
crack Sixth Panzer
Army acms, the Don
and North Afric
In Ru ss ia, the
River
toward
Germans
were
.....! .!.!"'...!.~.~.!"'.~~~~.... . Stalingrad, an indushistory columnist
entrenched along a
uial city located ,'n
2000-m i le- fro n t
the Volga River. The
extending from the Artie Ocean to the Sixth Army was one of Germany 's
Black Sea.
finest fonnations, containing 256.000
Despite enormous and appalling soldiers divided into 22 divisions.
On Aug. 17, the Gemlan attack
losses suffered the previous year, the
Russians were still alive and kicking. commenced with a thunderous
The Germans were determined to artillery bamlge. Two days later,
Gennan infantrymen began blasting
deal them a death blow.
their way through the suburbs. 'This
As, a result, in the hours before
dawn of June 28,1942. five German time , however, the Russians did not
armies, totaling more than 1,100,000 run. In~tead , they fought back with
men, assaulted the Russians along a dynamic fortitude that stunned the
340-mile front that extended north world and frustrated the Germans .
To recapture the initiative, the
from the Sea of Azov.
The German troops, supported by Gelmans turned to their air force. On
1000 artillery pieces, 2000 tanks, and Sept. I and 2, the Luftwaffe fl ew
2,200 aircraft, sliced through the more than 6000 s0l1ies (missions)
Russian defenses. Their objective against the city. t,lore than two thouwas to capture the valuable oil fields sand direct hil, turned Stalingrad into

a blazing inferno. Nearly every building was shattered.
The morale of the Russians was
not shattered, however. They fought
on with even greater determination.
The Russians defended every inch of
every room, every house, and every
building. Battles raged in basements,
cellars, apartment buildings, and factories. During the first two weeks of
October, a desperate fight took place
in the sewer system beneath the city.
The Germans referred to the struggle
as "Rattenkrieg," or war of the rats.
Their commanders began to rose control of the situation. Gennan soldiers
started drinking heavily to calm their
nerves. By early November, a bloody
stalemate had ensued .
On Nov. 19, the Russians
launched a ma~sive counterattack,
trapping the German Sixth Army in
and around Stalingrad. It was a stunning turn .of events that shook
German confidence. During the second week of December, another
Gennan <limy nlade a valiant attempt
to break through and relieve the Sixth
ArnlY. It was turned away after a 30
mile advance. The Sixth Anny was
left to its doom.
After a courageous struggle, the
remnants of the once-mighty German
Sixth Anny, some 91,500 men, surrendered to the Russians on Feb. 3,
1943.
The Battle of Stalingrad changed
the course of history, and helped to
tum the tide of World War II. It was a
defeat from which the Germans
would never recover.
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Room For Rent
190 N. Florissant Rd. Bus
stops right in front of house,
both ways. Room for rent, all
utilities $200.00 839-1470.

-

age in Buffalo, Addington got his flISt
experience rather quickly with the
UMSL athletic program when, one
day after his hiring, Addington had to
run the games featuring the Rivermen
and RiveIWomen against Bellarmine
University.
"It is a little overwhelming to an
extent just because coming in the middle of the basketball season, especially
which is obviously the biggest spDrt
here, just to jump in the deep end and

get the ball rolling is dirficult ,"
Addington said. ''Tlying to adjust and
learning the coaches and their personalities and \vhat they want and what
they expect will take some time."
With the energy that Cole brought
to the athletic depar1ment, Addington
will try to copy the enthusiasm and
boost attendance in the Mark Twain
gymnasium.
"I didn't know Chris, but I met
Michael Deford at Southwest Mi ssouri

RIVERMEN,
from page 5
.. ................................ .... ..... ............................., ...................... ..
_

Are you gay or lesbian
or just questioning,
And need to talk?
Contact OUT
314-516-5013
or Matthew at
636- 230-7483

Single Female
ready for one-night stand.
Unable to say "NO" to
anything. No
commitment necessary
Meet me in Century
Room C
on Wednesday @ 7:00 p.m.
P.S. Bring an open mind.

~

,

~

Knights to 0 percent.
The Rivermen never relinquished
the lead, extending the spread to as
much as 20 points with under 2:00 to
play. \Vith the 66-50 victory, the
Rivermen went back to 9-9 on the
season.

,
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....
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State and hopefully will continue on
those same lines," said Addington. "I
wort to Indiana University where there
is a big student following behind the
program, especially basketball. I
would like to see that here. I want to
get students involved in this office
helping out and after the games and
that also goes along with getting mpre
students out to the games to support
the teams."

...................... " ........ .........................................................

The next game will pit UMSL
against Southem Indiana, -LI-J currently in the GLVC. With a win
against Southern Indiana, the
Rivermen will be poised to go .500 in
GLVC play when they face SIUEdwardsville the following week.

"Team chemistry is the key to this
team," said Bernsen. "I think that this
team is closer than they have been all
year. Everybody is scoring and everybody is passing, which leads to a
great offensive tlow. We just need to
win."

